The Wedding
Photographer Files
EPISODE TWO:

Should my photographer do a
recce of my wedding venue?

Hey lovers,
I 'm Sarah!
I’m a coffee cake-loving,
fur baby-cuddling Northampton
wedding photographer for
couples longing to leave a
legacy of love.
In this episode of the Wedding Photographer Files, I’ll be diving into
all things venue recce. But wait, what the heck is a venue recce?
And should you really care about it?
Well, if you’ve ever thought something along the lines of …
“My photographer hasn’t shot at my venue before. I love their work
(and they’ve reassured me it doesn’t matter that they haven’t worked
there before) but it’d really put my mind at ease if they were familiar
with it. Should I get them to visit my venue before my wedding?”
… Then you have (unintentionally) considered sending your
photographer on a venue recce mission.

Keep reading as we dive into the what,
the how and the why of venue recces.

What is a venue recce?
When a photographer tells you that they’re
going on a ‘venue recce’, what they mean is
that they’re heading out on a pre-event visit to
familiarise themselves with your venue.
When I first started as a wedding photographer, I thought visiting
a venue before the wedding was the key to capturing beautiful
photos on the day itself.
My vision was simple (but seductive): A day trip to a gorgeous venue
where I could hunt down the best backgrounds, check out locations
for the formal photos and plan out what photos I’d take where.
Sounds like a pretty good strategy, right?
Well, I was new to the whole wedding photography thing back then,
so I was probably in the same place you are now …

You’re probably
considering a venue recce
because you want to:
Feel confident in your photographer’s ability to take the
lead and confidently navigate your venue (and wedding
photography) so you can relax and enjoy your day.
Be certain your photographer knows how to bring out the
best in your venue.
Feel sure your photographer knows their way around, so they
spend more time taking photos and less time looking around.
Get some gorgeous photos of the two of you … in the special
spots that you chose your venue for.
Work with a photographer who knows exactly where to go for
the best photos at a moment’s notice.

Yep? I’m with you! Those are all very important boxes to tick.

But - a venue visit might not be as helpful towards ticking those
boxes as you first think. In fact, it can even be a hindrance to your
wedding photography.
Here’s why.

A documentary wedding
photographer like me will look for
two things on your wedding day:

1

Light
The quality, position and intensity of light influences what’s possible
for your wedding photographs. And because light changes hugely
according to the time of year, the time of day and the weather,
it’s extremely unlikely that the light will be the same for both a venue
recce and your wedding day. Even two sunny days in a row can be
completely different.

2

Moments
Whilst the visual aspects of your venue will be a big source of
inspiration, your photographer’s main focus will be on what’s
happening within it. It’s people that make a wedding a wedding.
Unscripted and real moments between your guests will guide and
inspire your photographer more than the location.
A corner that looks dark and unexciting when a room is empty can
look completely different when there’s a little flower girl twirling her
dress in front of it. A window might not stand out on its own, but once
a group of people stand in front of it the shadows that fall in front of
them could turn it into something more striking.

Both elements are unique to your day and wedding.
And neither can be pre-planned.

Which is why a venue
recce can even work
against you.
How?
Well, let me ask you this: How often do you change things in your
home? How often do you move a piece of furniture, get some new
wall art, throw something out, plant some flowers, prune a tree,
buy a blanket, change the bedding or get a few new cushions?
If you’re anything like me, your home is constantly changing.
Wedding venues are like this too. Benches get moved, walls get
painted a different colour, antiques that are getting worn suddenly
get roped off, trees get felled, trees get planted …
So that cute white bench under the apple tree that you’ve set your
heart on might not be there come your wedding day. But, don’t fret,
there might be something even better.
So rather than fall in love with an idea and pre-plan something that
might not be possible, it’s best to be open to the opportunities on
the day.
Moral of the story?
Don’t plan your photos in detail or make firm decisions around
what will get shot where. Treat your wish list as just that, but allow
room for spontaneity, serendipity and magic. Because I promise,
that’ll make your wedding photos more special than anything you
could have pre-planned.

But wait – that doesn’t
mean venue familiarity
is irrelevant!
(I know, I know, just when you thought you were getting a
clear-cut answer.)
You see, knowing their way around a venue is definitely handy
for your photographer.
If your photographer has the venue mapped out in their head,
it saves them asking for directions, or spending time sussing out
good spots for portraits and group shots (when you could be taking
photos and be well on your way to returning to your party.)
For me, it certainly brings some peace of mind and extra headspace
when I know a venue’s best features, nooks and crannies, and have
pre-planned solutions for wet weather group photos and portraits.
A recce would absolutely help with this … but there are other
(more efficient) ways to achieve the same result.

Six ways your
photographer can get to
know your venue
(without a venue recce)
Okay, so before they fuel up their car, pack some snacks and hit the
road, your photographer might use these ways to research your
wedding venue.

Google research
Heavy Insta stalking
Pinterest
The venue’s website
A call with the venue planner
Arriving earlier on your wedding day to get the lay of the land
Yep - your photographer can easily become best buds with your
venue with a combination of researching online and arriving early
on the wedding day.
And when the information is that easy and accessible, it’s difficult
for your photographer to justify the time out of the office.

Thought the life of a photographer was rich
with daily adventures to amazing locations?
Ha! We spend far too much time at our desks!

Do venue recces have a
place in your wedding
photography process?
For me, a recce would make a great adventure (especially if Daisy
and Poppy can tag along!) but because it won’t make any difference
to the photos, I’d prefer to spend that time more productively.
I’d put things like ensuring images are delivered when promised,
taking extra time and care over post-production, and replying
promptly to clients’ queries over and above a recce.
Even if there’s cake involved. (That’s how much I love you.)
Having said that, I do occasionally visit a venue beforehand,
but only if it’s local or I’m in the area and can combine it with
something else.
Instead, I usually prefer to arrive extra early on the actual wedding
day and do a recce then. It doesn’t take long, and I need to get
shots of the venue itself anyway so I can double up and do those
at the same time. There’s always an opportunity to squeeze it in.
I quite often go for a quick wander mid-way through the morning
preparations to give everyone a little space without the camera
around or while I’m waiting for the wedding car to arrive from
church (slow vintage cars have more than one role to play!)
Even then, I still need to keep an eye on the light as the day
progresses, particularly ahead of any group photos or portraits
and around golden hour or sunset. The height of the sun in the sky
and the amount of cloud cover can change the light, and a scene,
quickly and dramatically.

So if your documentary
photographer says no to a
venue recce ...
Don’t sweat it. Believe me, it’s not because they can’t be bothered,
don’t care or don’t want to help. Instead, it’s most likely they know
that a recce will have little impact, if any, on the photos they create.
And it certainly won’t stop them from getting great photos.
A venue recce is a personal decision for each and every
photographer. There’s no right or wrong.
What’s more important is to ask them: “How will you prepare
for my wedding given that it’s a new venue for you?”
The ‘what’ is that they need to wrap their head around your venue.
Trust them with the ‘how’.

Feel like our wedding
photography philosophies
are aligned?

Grab a seat and come explore my wedding
photography service and experience.

REQUEST THE SVP WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY BROCHURE

Wait - the SVP pups
wanted to remind you:
Your love story is the
best adventure.
Woof!We love tail-wagging along when Mum goes on a quest to a
new venue. But as she’s always telling us, the real adventure is the one
she shares with you.
Capturing your special day and preserving the once-in-a-lifetime
moments as they happen? Forget the passport, that’s Sarah’s ultimate
voyage of the heart.
Oh, and remember, there’s no one-size-fits-all with weddings, so this is
a very general guide based on Mum’s experience and documentary style
of wedding photography.
At all times, tune into your ticker (your heart!) and let it guide you.
We think you’re amazing.
Love,

Daisy and Poppy
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